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Executive summary
About the paper
The objective of this paper The Open Badge Network (OBN) is an Erasmus+ project, which brings
together organisations from across Europe to support the development of an Open Badge
ecosystem, promoting the use of Open Badges to recognise non-formal and informal learning. This
paper is focusing on the discussion of the use of Open Badges from the point of view of
organisations, as Open Badges users, consumers/readers, issuers and endorsers.
It addresses all economy sectors, public, private and third sector companies and organisations.
This paper uses the inputs from selected case studies and information collected mainly from
internet sources (blogs, articles, videos, magazines) regarding Open Badges. Together with the
complementary Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals, it serves as a foundation to
produce specific guidelines addressed to both individuals and organisations for the
implementation of Open Badges.
The purpose of Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Organisations is to inform, give background
and initiate the exchange of opinions on burning issues connected with Open Badges for
organisations. Our aim is to let anyone familiarise themselves with the new concept and involve in
the discussion on the ways it may develop. This paper is created within the framework of Open
Badge Network project (www.openbadgenetwork.com). Our project brings together organisations
from across Europe to support the development of an Open Badge ecosystem, promoting the use
of Open Badges to recognise non-formal and informal learning. This paper is focused on the
discussion about how to use Open Badges in organisations and how organisations can benefit
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using Open Badges. Very often the Open Badges in organisations are used by individuals. That case
touches another important topic - Open badges for Individuals. 1
This paper will focus on variety of applications of Open Badges for organisations. Even if there may
be intersections with the issues around Open Badges for individuals, this paper looks at Open
Badges from the perspective of benefits for an organisation.

Who is this paper addressed at?
The paper addresses organisations which are interested in application of Open Badges in their
professional context. There are many types of such organisations. Large group of these ones will
be institution from world of education such as universities and training providers. However, the
benefits from using of or issuing of Open Badges can also enjoy other types organisations, for
example: community groups, networks of organisations, small organisations seeking endorsement
of certification by the larger ones, interest groups, charities, local government and many more.
This paper, together with the second discussion paper developed by the Open Badge Project
project (Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals) lead to produce “Guidelines for the
implementation of Open Badges for Individuals and Organisations”.

Abstract
This paper is an attempt to answer the question of how organisations can use Open Badges in
different areas of their activities. The study addressed a variety of topics relating to the
implementation and application of the Open Badges in the organisation and for the organisations.
In the first chapters the authors provides basic information about the Open Badges, their
technological infrastructure. In the following chapters the authors effort to answer the question
on how different types of organisations can use the Open Badges (universities, public
organisations, the private sector, the third sector).

1

For more information on Open Badges for Individuals please visit:
http://www.openbadgenetwork.com/outputs/individuals-and-organisations/.
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This paper, among other things tells to the reader how to use the Open Badges System to the
development of new business models, brand development, HR management, confirming the
competence of employees and increase the innovative potential of organisations.

5

1. Introduction and Background
1.1 What is a Badge?
A badge is a graphic representation of an accomplishment, skill, quality or interest. From the Boy
and Girl Scouts, to PADI diving instruction, to the more recently popular geo-location game,
badges have been successfully used to set goals, motivate behaviours, represent achievements
and represent success in many contexts. A “digital badge” is an online record of achievements,
tracking the recipient’s communities of interaction that issued the badge and the work completed
to get it. Digital badges can support learning environments by motivating learners and signalling
achievement both within particular communities as well as across communities and institutions. 2

1.2 Digital Badges vs. Open Badges
A digital badge is an online representation of a skill you’ve gained. Open Badges take that concept
one step further, and allows you to verify your skills, interests and achievements through credible
organisations and attaches that information to the badge image file, hard-coding the metadata for
future access and review. Because the system is based on an open standard, earners can combine
multiple badges from different issuers to tell the complete story of their achievements — both
online and offline. Badges can be displayed wherever earners want them on the web, and share
them for employment, education or lifelong learning. Open Badge is free and open technical
standard. Any organisation can use Open Badges. 3

2
3

http://www.badgealliance.org/why-badges/, 09.05.2016.
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Badges, 9.05.2016.
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1.3 Aim of the paper
The general aim of this paper is to promote the idea of Open Badges among organisations
regardless of their mode of operation or sector in which to expand their activities. This paper was
developed within the framework of one of the intellectual outputs of OBN project which is called
“Open Badges for Individuals and organisations” and its final product is “The Guidelines for the
implementation of Open Badges for Individuals and Organisations”.
Methodology to achieve the goals of this intellectual output consists of four steps:
1.

Preparing a document "Discussion Paper on Open Badges for Individuals”.

2.

Preparing a document "Discussion Paper on Open Badges for organisations".

3.

The development of the "Guidelines on the Implementation of the Open Badges".

4.

Testing "Guidelines on the Implementation of the Open Badges".

The first and the second stage took place in parallel and independently of each other. The result
are two separate documents providing an introductory discussion on how to improve the
functioning of the ecosystem of Open Badges in relation to the needs of both, individuals and
organisations.
In the third stage, the OBN partners analysed the results of the consultation and jointly prepared
the guidelines for the implementation of Open Badges for individuals and organisations.
The fourth step is to obtain approval of the project partners for the first version of the Guidelines
and putting it to the pilot testing phase using a focus group technique. Each partner will conduct
one focus group interview in his country, in order to prepare recommendations and proposals that
will improve the Guidelines. After this stage the OBN partnership will discuss all of proposed
improvements and finalise the Guidelines. The final product will be placed on the project website
to gain the wider feedback from the Open Badge Community.

7

2. Open Badges from the organisational point of view
2.1 How organisations can use Open Badges?
Open Badges is an open technical standard created by Mozilla for describing skills and
achievements accompanied by their visual representation. Open Badges are used to set goals,
motivate, recognise skills/competences and present a variety of achievements in a variety of
contexts. Open Badges are digital records that allow tracking the history of their issuing and in this
way documenting learning pathways. Therefore, it is possible to identify who issued the badge,
what the achievements were for which the recipient has received it. The Open Badge concept has
evolved into a digital record of verified skills and competences, easy to present online, which
contains metadata describing the person or institution or community issuing the badge, the
criteria under which it was issued, and the evidence for meeting these criteria. Such form of data
record allows users to present any compilation of their skills and competences in a structured
format (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Data embedded in an Open Badge
Every open digital badge contains metadata, or “data about the data.” Since metadata is not a
common term, analogies are useful here. An open digital badge contains metadata about the
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learner, the badge description, the issuing organisation, the date it was issued, criteria to earn the
badge, the web address that links to “evidence,” and other information that make it compatible

with the OBI. These metadata include a set of standards that make it possible for other systems to
process and recognise the badge, allowing it to travel outside the platform in which it was earned
and issued. 4

The value of the badge doesn’t come through how difficult it is to issue them, but upon the rigour
of what you have to do to get them, and the evidence they point to. That’s within the metadata in
the badge itself. 5 Therefore we can say that metadata is the heart of the open badge. They give
the necessary information identifying all important facts about the badge.

2.2. How organisations can be involved in the process?
All types of organisations can use Open badges on many levels and play different roles in the
process of using Open Badges. Generally speaking organisations can act in this process as an (1)
Issuer, (2) Earner, (3) Displayer or (4) Consumer.

(1) Issuing Open Badges

By using Mozilla’s Open Badge Infrastructure (OBI), every institution, business or community may
issue badges to its employees or members based on what they can do or what they have learned.
On a mouse click each badge leads to underlying data showing information about the issuer, the
date of issue and the criteria for which it was awarded. Furthermore, it may contain data

4

Grant, Sheryl L. 2014. What Counts As Learning: Open Digital Badges for New Opportunities. Irvine, CA: Digital Media
and Learning Research Hub. (01.06.2016).
5
Doug Belshaw Blog: http://dougbelshaw.com/blog/2013/05/08/answering-your-questions-about-open-badges/
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describing all kinds of achievements, skills and competences from basic to very complex ones. For
example, badges may be awarded for traditional achievements such as the completion of a
course, the
mastery of a particular programming language or for smaller achievements such as leaving helpful
comments in an online learning environment. Open Badges can be issued to recognise the socalled 21st century skills, such as critical thinking, creativity and innovation literacy, or skills
needed for complex problem-solving or implementing projects . Therefore, issuing badges is
always connected with precise definition of the criteria.

(2) Earning Open Badges

Open Badges can be earned if a user (organisation or an individual in an organisation) provides
evidence of their skills or achievements. The evidence can constitute positive test results or the
outcome of a more complex assessment based on observation, as in the case of apprenticeship or
assessment center methods. Documenting achievements and skills may be multi-dimensional. In a
single teaching programme, a learner may earn a number of Open Badges having completed
various tasks leading to the acquisition of a particular competence. Earning badges for partial
achievements can provide an additional incentive for students to continue their learning or work.
Badges can also be earned for specific expertise gained in the course of performing professional
duties. In an interview for the magazine "Inside Learning Technologies and Skills,” Doug Belshaw 6,
Web Literacy Lead at Mozilla Foundation, noted that the value of Open Badges would depend on
the rigour of the criteria set in order to obtain them and how trustworthy, relevant and useful
they are to others.

(3) Displaying Open Badges

6

Belshaw D. (2014), Earning… issuing… displaying…, [in:] Inside Learning Technologies and Skills, wyd. 48, London,
http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/658352e7# /658352e7/36, 07.07.2016.
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Open Badges can be displayed anywhere on the Internet in an environment that supports their
presentation. Thus, depending on the design of an application there may be an option of
displaying Open Badges on external websites, blogs, social networking sites such as LinkedIn and
Facebook. In addition, the websites displaying Open Badges validate them ensuring that they
belong to a specific user and the metadata infused into them are still valid.
By giving the example Totara 7 or Moodle, both popular Learning Management Systems, enriched
with the component supporting Open Badges, the process of displaying of badges can be easily
managed. Once a learner receives a notification of receiving a badge and accepts this badge, the
badge appears in “My Badges” tab on the learner’s profile. Then, the learner can decide whether
or not to share such information with other users by pushing it into a different location in the
network, e.g. in own e-Portfolio in order to present the relevant and verified information to
potential employers.
Learners can therefore capture all their achievements gained in any settings during studying
(intentional education) or working (incidental learning), in the digital form and include them in
their virtual CV or display in social media profiles. Badge earners themselves may control where to
display their Open Badges credentials. The decision with whom to share Badges belongs to their
holder.
(4) Consuming Open Badges

Consumers of badges which normally are organisations interested in finding talents or establishing
contacts with professionals or specialists with a certain professional profile can use the Open
Badges to do connect to earners, e.g. employers, recruiters, suppliers, training and other forms of
education can connect to earners with Open Badges relevant to them. This is a very important
aspect of using Open Badges for the organisation because it open new ways of finding and
recruiting right employees or potential business partners.

7

http://totaralms.com/about-totara
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2.3 Technological aspects of badges
There are two concepts critical to digital badge technology. First, the technology that makes it
possible to share badges anywhere on the web is open source, which ensures that no organisation
“owns” the code. Mozilla, developers of the open source Firefox browser, is responsible for
building the Open Badges Infrastructure (OBI), a standard technical specification for badges that
makes it possible for anyone to develop open digital badges and tools across the web. This means
that badges must contain code that is compatible or aligned with OBI technical specifications if
they are to be displayed outside an organisation’s proprietary or closed badge platform. A badge
can be digital by virtue of being online, but it is not open or interoperable unless it contains
standard bits of information that align to the technical specifications of the OBI.

8

The central place of OBI is a digital repository called the Badge Backpack. Mozilla provides
hosting for the backpack repository on their servers. Each earner of badge has a personal
backpack, which stores all badges earned and gives the possibility to manage them, e.g. organise
badges into collections. All of existing badges in the Backpack can be grouped together and shared
in public by the holder. Communication with Backpack is enabled by an Application Programming
Interface (API) developed by Mozilla in JavaScript.
For storage and transmission of data, API uses JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), which improves
the handling of text data and furthermore is independent of a specific programming language.
Access to data in JSON format is also more natural level JavaScript, than access to the same data in
a very popular XML format, because JSON is a subset of JavaScript syntax. Moreover, in practice,
XML takes significantly more space than a similar object transferred via JSON. This is important
because the amount of data is particularly important in connection with the development of
mobile devices (especially smartphones).

8

http://dmlhub.net/wp-content/uploads/files/WhatCountsAsLearning_Grant.pdf (01.06.2016).
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A single Open Badge consists of three layers of information:

− an interactive graphic image;
− the machine-readable metadata that has been saved or “baked” into the badge;
− the web page that includes criteria, evidence, and relevant information. This latter
information layer, sometimes called the “criteria page,”
Figure 2 provides a schematic architecture including independent badge systems issuing
badges, the user hub, and the displayer sites where learners can share their badges.

Fig. 2 Open Badge Infrastructure.
Source: https://wiki.mozilla.org/Badges/infrastructure-tech-docs
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There are a number of innovative online platforms supporting the technical side of issuing and
displaying Open Badges such as Youtopia, Makewaves, OpenBadgeFactory, Open Badge Academy,
BadgeKit, BadgeCulture, P2PU Badges, WP Badger, Bestr and others. The Open Badge Community
is growing and getting bigger every year and also the technological environment for Open Badges
gives to his users more variety and possibilities to validate of educational and professional
achievements.

2.4 Value in the Open Badges “ecosystem”
For Open Badge system designers working in today’s learning environments, there are positive
signs that a badge “ecosystem” is emerging. Hundreds of organisations, including cities,
universities, school districts, and professional organisations pledged to issue or accept badges. 9.
By 2014, there were more than 1,000 institutions issuing more than 100,000 badges, and
hundreds of new organisations were launching new models of badge systems each month
(Mozilla, data from the end of 2014). With this emerging interest and investment in badges, the
question is:
Why do all this institutions decide to use Open Badges even before the idea of Open Badges has
reached the mainstream?
The answer to this question is related to the value in the Open Badge ecosystem, with the
standardised yet flexible way open digital badges may be used to assess learning and recognise
diverse kinds of learning and achievements. More importantly, Open Badges connect multiple
spheres of learning throughout lifelong learning, and make pathways of learning visible to others,
opening up new opportunities for more people than current credentialing systems. 10

9

Clinton Global Initiative and the 2 Million Better Futures Initiative: www.2MBetterFutures.org (10.06.2016).
What Counts As Learning: Open Digital Badges For New Opportunities, https://www.hastac.org/news/new-ebookexamines-digital-credentials-what-counts-learning-open-digital-badges-new (10.06,2016).
10
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Innovation does not come simply from building badge systems, however. If schools begin to issue
badges that can be displayed on the web, on mobile phones, social media platforms, personal
blogs, or websites, but make no changes to underlying systems of assessment and learning
designed for the 20th century, they will fail to make these new systems relevant to 21st century
learners. A badge ecosystem is a transformative way to recognise learning pathways with digital
micro-credentials, but the most significant opportunities exist in learning and assessment that is
relevant for today’s learners and workers. Not surprisingly, innovative approaches are happening
among institutions that historically have never issued credentials, especially badges that are
expected to hold value beyond their programs. Museums, libraries, professional associations,
youth organisations, and after-school programs represent only a handful of entities that see
potential for badges to impact their learners. These organisations represent a wide range of
learning content, pedagogical approaches, and assessment types. 11 In the Open Badge ecosystem,
each of the participants (issuers, earners, displayers, audience) becomes a factor in ensuring the
quality and value of the entire system.

3. Open badges for the public sector
The public sector is the part of the economy concerned with providing various governmental

services. It is also general name for group of state owned entities: central government, local
government, such services as the military, police, public infrastructure, public health care, public
education, social care etc. The public sector might provide services that a non-payer cannot be
excluded from (such as street lighting), services which benefit all of society rather than just the
individual who uses the service. 12
The organisation of the public sector (public ownership) can take several forms, including:

11

What Counts As Learning: Open Digital Badges For New Opportunities, https://www.hastac.org/news/new-ebookexamines-digital-credentials-what-counts-learning-open-digital-badges-new (10.06,2016).
12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_sector, (23.06.2016)
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● Direct administration funded through taxation; the delivering organisation generally has no
specific requirement to meet commercial success criteria, and production decisions are
determined by government.
● Publicly owned corporations (in some contexts, especially manufacturing, "state-owned
enterprises"); which differ from direct administration in that they have greater commercial
freedoms and are expected to operate according to commercial criteria, and production
decisions are not generally taken by government (although goals may be set for them by
government).
● Partial outsourcing (of the scale many businesses do, e.g. for IT services), is considered a
public sector model.
Public sector’ organisations can use badges on a very large scale. The most evident way of using
Open Badges in the public sector is to use they in process of validation and certification of
profesional competences in the economy. However, the implementation of OB in the public sector
due to formal issues will be much more difficult than in the private sector. Another way to use
Open Badges in the public sector is recognition of prior learning in public universities. More about
this can be read in chapter 5 of this paper.

3.1 Open Badges and the national system of qualifications / professional skills
National Qualifications Systems generally use two main instruments integrating system
qualification: National Qualifications Framework and the National Register of Qualifications. When
we refer the National Qualifications Framework to the European Qualifications Framework (eight
levels) it facilitates international comparison and recognition of certificates and diplomas. The task
of the National Qualifications Register is to catalogue certificates and diplomas issued in the
country, in at least three categories:
1) qualifications in the school system and in higher education;
2) qualification regulated outside the education system and higher education;
3) qualifications that are not regulated.
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Open Badges can be issued in each of the above categories. In categories 1 and 2 Open Badges will
act as a "supplement" to the certificate and diploma, but the biggest role to play they have in the
third category, containing the qualifications market, where they represent non-formal
qualifications and competencies acquired in informal learning contexts.

3.2 Open badges in support of public social assistance
Professional and social rehabilitation and employment of persons with disabilities
Technology and infrastructure of Open Badges can play an important role in the vocational and
social rehabilitation and employment of disabled persons. Vocational rehabilitation of disabled
people is to prepare people with disabilities to obtain employment and work. As part of the
vocational rehabilitation undertaken a number of actions that are designed to help people with
disabilities return to the labour market. Among people with disabilities is a lot of highly skilled
workers who are ambitious, conscientious and hardworking. For many of them participation in
typical educational activities is difficult or impossible.
The problem, which often meets people with disabilities is to find suitable jobs. Not everyone is
able to cope with it alone. So, for many people with disabilities the opportunity to create
employment are sheltered workshops and establishments of professional activity. With state aid
to sheltered workshops, causes most active unions with disabilities is working in these places. The
purpose of establishments of a professional activity is professional and social rehabilitation of
people with disabilities in an able-bodied workers. These are entities created mostly by the local
government. Sheltered workshops and establishments of professional activity are places where it
is possible to successfully develop a system Open Badges in the service of integration of people
with disabilities with the society. But the most important effect will be an increase in self-esteem
of the disabled person, increase motivation to work and life based on their own strength.
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3.3 Professional and social skills for prisoners
In every free market economy affected by the problem of unemployment it is difficult to provide
prisoners with useful work and one which will be at least minimally profitable. Economically
inefficient or very low profitable work undermines morale and the sense of work itself as a factor
of social and vocational rehabilitation for convicted. Among the ex-convicts there is high
unemployment, despite the fact that the personnel of the prison is trying to look for partners in
companies and encourage convicts to organise in penitentiaries cooperative work. Report on the
situation in the prison system in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe pointed to the
directions of action to counteract unemployment among the former prisoners. The following are
the actions that the system Open Badges can potentially support:
1) recognition of involvement and experience gained at the workplace in prison,
2) skills management in prison and helps to create skills pathways for prisoners,
3) organising employment for convicted people on the basis of agreements with third parties
using badges to show prisoners skills and abilities,
4) motivation programs for prisoners.
Open Badges in the vocational and social rehabilitation of prisoners could play a key role, as it
provides not only the motivation to work in conditions of relative isolation, but also because after
serving a sentence confirmation of competence in the form of Open Badges retain its universal
and credible character, which may make it easier to find work and return to society.

4. Open badges for private companies
Organisations that aim at generating economic profit are the biggest group of all organisations
(Annual enterprise statistics for special aggregates of activities, 2014, Eurostat). The interest in
such entities in Open Badges can be crucial for this system of recognition of educational
achievements. For commercial companies the most important aspect will be the usability of Open
Badges and how their use can result in economic benefits or increasing the intellectual capital of
the company.
18

Open Badges can be used by companies in the following areas of its activities:
● human resources / recruiting development,
● brand development/ reputation,
● building a network of cooperation,
● to set standards of best practise and innovation (organisations using badges to establish
themselves as leaders/innovators in unaccredited spaces),
● new business model creation.
Below the authors present the examples for uses of Open Badges in these areas.

4.1 Human Resources Development and Recruitment
The Human resource is the resource that resides in the knowledge, skills, and motivation of
people. Human resource is the least mobile of the four factors of production, and (under right
conditions) it improves with age and experience, which no other resource can do. It is therefore
regarded as the scarcest and most crucial productive resource that creates the largest and longest
lasting advantage for an organisation. 13
In area of personnel management or recruitment Open Badges can be used in:
− System of motivation - badges may be granted e.g. for their participation in projects
implemented in the company innovation, commitment to the promotion of business,
special contribution to the development of contacts with customers, successful sales,
success in the management, team building, etc. Earning badges can positively motivate
workers, and collection of badges may be the reason to build pride and self-esteem raising
good title-holders. It not without significance is the potential influence of badges to build a
good atmosphere and healthy competition and reduce the incidence of burnout. For your

13

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/human-resource.html (20.07.2016).
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benefit will increase efficiency, building transparency in rewarding achievements illustrate
badges employees and employee development. In motivating employees to become
increasingly important gamification technique, which are inspired by computer role-playing
games. The technique is based on achieving the satisfaction of overcoming challenges, to
participate in the competition, being a leader, to participate in fruitful cooperation;
− Assessment system of employees, promotion and salaries - badges can be used for
planning career paths and careers in the company, in conjunction with steps professional
advancement, commissions and salaries;
− Internal training system - skill analysis badges allow workers to detect "skills gaps" and
preparing the internal training dedicated to specific needs of employees in connection with
their duties and functions performed in the company;
− Knowledge and competences management system - encouraging employees to display
badges on their internal corporate profiles (intranet) will identify areas of knowledge and
competence in the company. Information about the competence of employees obtained in
the company and outside the company, will allow to optimise the allocation of projects,
tasks and professional roles and to build teams of diverse but complementary
competencies;
− Recruitment process - Open Badges can be very helpful in the recruitment process. They
facilitate contact between employers and employees because of its transparency. They also
show all aspects of the employee professional life and life experience so that they give a
complete picture of the skills and any other educational achievements of a person.
Traditional methods of presenting educational attainment and professional are not as user
friendly as OB.

4.2 Brand development
In marketing, brand management is the analysis and planning on how that brand is perceived in
the market. Developing a good relationship with the target market is essential for brand
20

management. Tangible elements of brand management include the product itself; look, price, the
packaging, etc. The intangible elements are the experience that the consumer has had with the
brand, and also the relationship that they have with that brand. A brand manager would oversee
all of these things. 14
In politics of brand development, ecosystem Open Badges can be used to:
− gain recognition for the efforts of employees - there could be badges for particularly
conscious workers (e. g. the British sign "Investor in People"), increasing the chances of an
organisation to attract and recruit individuals with greater powers than competitors,
− gain recognition for economic performance - organisations and enterprises receive badges
for results in business (e.g. the sign "Poland Now"), which proves their market position and
competitiveness,
− gain recognition for his contribution to culture, society, the environment and safety, e.g.
badge "Merit for the Protection of Human Rights" was established by Decree of the
President of the Republic of Poland of 2 November 2009. As honourable mention and can
be transmitted to citizens of the Republic of Polish, citizens of foreign states, organisations
or institutions established on Polish territory or abroad, for special achievements in the
field of human rights protection.
− gain recognition for lifetime achievements, e.g. The Plaque of Honour Griffin West
Pomeranian suitable individuals, local government units, NGOs, legal persons and
organisational units not having legal personality which all activities of the professional,
social and public or carrying out its tasks for the Region West-Pomeranian remarkably
contributed to the economic, cultural and social development of Western Pomerania.

14

http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2015/understanding-the-power-of-a-brand-name.html (22.07.2016).
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4.3 Building a network of cooperation
Networks linking organisations and enterprises contributes to increase opportunities to share
knowledge and information, allow for mutual learning and are an important source of innovation.
On the one hand we can speak about companies using various networking within the framework
of cooperation with the manufacturing processes, services or trade, on the other - for local and
regional network systems created by organisations and enterprises, and supported by public
institutions for the common good.
In both cases, the networking with mutual issuing and recognition of Open Badges can reduce the
phenomenon of fragmentation and duplication of issued badges. Network badges will increase the
transparency of competences occurring in the area of network cooperation, and employees of
these organisations and companies will have an easier way to develop their skills and career paths
and vocational education.
Network partners may choose to establish a common Open Badges, not associated with the
brands of individual institutions constituting the network, but the brand itself Networks. As a
result, there could be space occupational and educational mobility characterised by a high degree
of flexibility movement of people and resources. Networking in the application of the ecosystem
Open Badge, even though it may meet with resistance organisations who are afraid of losing their
own brand or support and legitimacy of competing organisations through partnership on the same
network, and do not want to share their own know-how, poses obvious advantages for
themselves organisations, their customers, the public administration and social partner.
There are a variety of objectives and solutions in the creation and functioning of the networks. We
can spot the differences depending on what facilities they create and for what purpose. These
may include:
territorial network,
cooperation networks,
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network services,
branch network,
targeted networks,
educational networks,
project network, etc.
In practice there may be cases where the network having the features of more than one type. It
also happens that networks evolve and eventually converted into other networks. In each case the
quantity of Open Badges issued within the network will increase.

4.4 New business models creation / support of innovation in companies
Employers implementing the Open Badge System provide stimulus to incentivise continuous
improvement of skills of its staff. Personal development may be enhanced through the acquisition
of various Open Badges for professional and other achievements. Moreover, Open Badge system
can be used to promote the company, build and present its current level of the intellectual
potential. Dissemination of Open Badges also allows organisations to create new business models.
This can be done by increasing the company's presence in the virtual space especially the place
where meets employers, employees and other stakeholders of specific sector in which the
organisation operates.
The use of Open Badges can not only gain recognition among workers, but can also increase the
market competitiveness of the company. Each badge issued by the company gives new
opportunities to acquire customers and create new connections between the company and its
potential clients and future collaborators. Importantly, this mechanism is working even if an
employee changes the jobs. The connection between confirmed by the employer work skills using
the Open Badges works to the advantage of always and everywhere when an employee uses his
badges. This helps to build a good business reputation and gaining more potential customers.
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5. Open badges in Higher Education
5.1 Digital Badges and Learning in Higher Education
Some universities are public entities, although with a special status and special purpose. This
purpose is teaching and because of that the use of the Open Badges in Higher Education is treated
in a separate chapter.
Open Badges can be used by universities in the following areas of its activities:
● To recognise Prior Learning (Universities who wish to quantify the skills of individuals
before they undertake a role or course);
● Assessment process and motivation of learners and students;
● To recognise informal learning programmes (informal/third sector groups who do not issue
formal qualifications but run learning/skill programmes)
● To recognise very small portions of educational achievements (micro credentials, “nanodiplomas”).
● To recognise extra-curricular involvement of students, activities in Student's Union, groups
of interest etc Badges for MOOCs.
● To create career pathways for its employees.
Open Badges can be used by universities not only for the recognition of learning achievements of
students, professors or to create career paths for their employees. There could be Open Badges
awarded to universities to recognise quality of teaching, student-friendly environment or other
distinctive characteristics.

Use of open badges in higher education is not as easy as it might seem. "Badges in higher
education" should not always translate into "badges instead of degrees". This means that simply
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replacing grades with badges (as suggested recently in the Chronicle of Higher Education) might
enhance outcomes and make evidence of those outcomes more transparent. 15 Yet many
educational innovators envision a much more ambitious role for badges. They are using badges to
help motivate learners, provide feedback, and keep track of their progress. Some are using peerawarded badges to recognise the elusive social forms of learning are crucial in personal and
professional networks. Some are using badges to transform entire learning ecosystems or even
create entirely new ones. 16
A good example of attempts of implementation of Open Bades to the system of evaluation and
assessment of knowledge, skills and personal achievements of students is the example of the
California University at Davis. One of the courses (Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems
Major) has a badge system that supports evaluation of knowledge and skills of students (Fig 3).

15

Jeffrey R. Young, “Grades Out, Badges In,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 14, 2012, available from
http://chronicle.com/article/Grades-Out-Badges-In/135056/ (20.06.2016).
16
Daniel T. Hickey, Recognizing, Supporting, and Attracting Adult Learners with Digital Badges, aviable here:
http://evolllution.com/opinions/recognizing-supporting-and-attracting-adult-learners-with-digital-badges/#_ftn4,
(23.06.2015)
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Fig.3. Example of Badges in higher education, University of California, Davis.

5.2 Recognising Learning and Assessment with Open Badges
Open Badges differ from more basic digital badges in that they allow an earner to represent,
verify, and communicate their skills, interests and achievements across a wide array of learning
systems. Digital badges offer new ways to recognise and support learning. This means that they
also offer new ways of attracting students. When used appropriately, digital badges contain and
present compelling evidence of learning and accomplishment. 17
Open Badges offer formal institutions power and opportunity. We are already seeing higher
education institutions adopt badges to supplement transcripts with evidence of extracurricular

17

Daniel T. Hickey, Recognizing, Supporting, and Attracting Adult Learners with Digital Badges, aviable here:
http://evolllution.com/opinions/recognizing-supporting-and-attracting-adult-learners-with-digital-badges/#_ftn4,
(23.06.2015)
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activities and achievements, recognise prior learning, give professors flexibility to capture
additional learning, align programs with competencies and work-relevant skills and empower
students to craft their own pathways towards specific careers. 18
In addition to summative assessments of prior learning, badges can also be associated with
formative assessment practices that provide guidance and feedback. Badges can also function as
transformative assessments that shape existing learning systems or allow new ones to be created.
These assessment functions will interact with each other in complex ways. In particular, the more
salient summative functions can undermine intended formative and transformative functions. 19

5.3 Challenges for Universities in the 21st Century
Higher Education institutions are being challenged as never before. Parents, students and
legislators are questioning the return on investment of time and money for a college education
because many degrees are only loosely linked to employability after graduation. Employers are
searching for specific skills to fit their business needs and often find the pool of recent college
graduates lacking. At the same time, online education providers are flooding the market with
convenient, accessible, less expensive or even free course offerings 20.
Some online education providers are traditional colleges trying to woo students more interested in
a more convenient learning experience while upgrading their skills. Learning, skills and knowledge
extend well beyond what is represented on the college transcript for many non-traditional
students (who now comprise a majority of total college enrolments) 21.

18

Sheryl Grant, “Questions about badges in higher ed,” HASTAC, October 5, 2012. Accessed from
http://hastac.org/blogs/slgrant/2012/10/05/asking-questions-about-badges-higher-ed
19
Daniel Hickey, “Intended Purposes Versus Actual Functions of Digital Badges,” Re-Mediating Assessment,
September 9, 2012, available from http://remediatingassessment.blogspot.com/2012/09/intended-purposes-versusactual.html (20.06.2016)
20
http://www.pearsoned.com/wp-content/uploads/Open-Badges-for-Higher-Education.pdf (22.09.2016).
21
http://www.pearsoned.com/wp-content/uploads/Open-Badges-for-Higher-Education.pdf (22.09.2016).
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6. Open Badges for non-governmental organisations
Non-Governmental organisations (NGOs) are sometimes called the third sector, alongside the
public sector (government, public administration) and market (business, entrepreneurship). Nongovernmental organisations - as opposed to public authorities, but as a business - they are private
and are formed on the initiative of their founders (individuals). But unlike a business, and like
public authorities, non-governmental organisations acting in the public interest, not private.
Speaking of non-governmental organisations the following terms may be also used:
● Non-profit organisations - this means that these entities are not profit-oriented, which
does not exclude the conduct of their business, except that the profit from the exercise
thereof must be allocated to the statutory objectives of the organisation;
● Voluntary organisations - and thus the organisations benefiting from the activities of
volunteers, volunteers;
● Social organisations - this term highlights their pro-social character, i.e. the action for the
public good. Their activity is most pronounced in areas such as health care, social
assistance, education (including environmental education).

Below the authors present the examples for uses of Open Badges in these areas.

6.1 Local groups can use Open Badges
The use of Open Badges leads to the decentralisation of validation and recognition of professional
competence. Perhaps this is the first effective tool for non-formal, open acknowledgment
educational achievements. This method is particularly suited to the development of local learning
environments and is particularly useful for non-governmental organisations, associations or
informal groups. With the abandonment of the principle that the confirmation of competence and
skills is the domain of formal educational institutions and professional associations, we gain the
ability to certify the knowledge and skills of local (witness may e.g. Non-governmental
organisation, an association, a group of environmental, local government, "smart city", etc. .). In
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addition, certification of "smaller" learning outcomes and their visualisation in the form of Open
Badges makes it easier to fit the profile sought employee competence to the specific requirements
of a particular, often awkward work, but is available in smaller, local companies. With the
development of technology and infrastructure Open Badges there is a need to provide counselling
services for local and individual learning environments - career counselling environment.

6.2 Charities
Charities organisations, associations and foundations can use the Open Badges to measure the
results of their work and to use this evidence to gain new funding or promoting their business. An
additional benefit of using Open badges by such organisations is the low cost of issuing badges
and very simple way of dissemination.
Badges seem to be an excellent tool for preparing refugees for life in a new country. Apart from
the possibilities of transferring important information during training adaptation issuing badges
should motivate and encourage refugees to greater integration in the new location.
Can be particularly useful in situations when the badges confirmed by a range of achievements
need not be global or national, but only local. Issuing badges by local informal groups or local
government allows deep rooting in the local consciousness. It's the perfect way to integrate local
environment, raising awareness allowed by local problems and ways of solving them.

6.3. Public-private partnerships
There is no one widely accepted definition of public-private partnerships. One of the definition say
that public-private partnership is "a long-term contract between a private party and a government
entity, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk and
management responsibility, and remuneration is linked to performance". 22

22

https://pppknowledgelab.org/ppp-cycle/what-ppp (20-.07.2016).
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One of good example of public-private partnerships related to the Open Badges is Chicago
Summer of Learning. In 2013 City of Chicago, the first in the world, has applied the Open Badges in
a city-wide zone of learning, called Chicago Summer of Learning. The initiative was attended by
143 organisations, mostly youth, which have developed a common system of granting Open
Badges for various activities promoted by these organisations. The number of participants of the
first edition totalled 168 thousand people. Today, this initiative is called the City of Chicago
Learning (CCOL), and is a landmark action aimed at making the big city a unique place for different
possibilities of free learning. One of the goals is to break the barriers between school education
and out of school education, developing individual interests, discovering the rich educational
resources of the city. Youth acquire knowledge and skills in various fields of science, engineering
and technology, the humanities and mathematics and the arts. It is believed that CCOL advantage
is the possibility for students to learn beyond the school curriculum and to develop practical and
social skills, which are not measured by standardised school tests and are not reflected in the
school and university certificates and diplomas. Technology of Open Badges can confirm and
authenticate these extracurricular achievements, and many schools that have joined the program,
take them into account in assessing the progress of their students. The number of environmental
organisations granting Open Badges in the program of the City of Chicago is currently about a
thousand, and DePaul University in Chicago is planning to turn the garnered Open Badges to
recruitment process to the university.23 Dallas, Los Angeles, Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Washington
D.C. launched their own badge systems before results from Chicago’s badging experience had
even been fully analysed. 24

23
24

More here: http://catalyst-chicago.org/2013/07/summer-learning-earn-digital-badges [11.05.2016].
Cities of Learning: http://citiesoflearning.org ()10.06.2016).
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7. Conclusions
7.1 Why are Open Badges relevant for organisations?
Employers want workers with specific and well recognised skills, experience and credentials. Does
that mean they need a formal qualification? In fact many employers feel there is a disconnection
between the skills they need from their workforce and what is being delivered by formal
education providers. Even where they are aligned it is difficult for employers to be able to check
against specific skill and knowledge needs. So we’re now seeing more learner–centred models of
training where the focus is more on how to learn combined with recognition of skills and
competencies. This means a more personalised, competence based model. It’s less about when
and where you went to school and more about show what you know now. 25
It is difficult for employers to be able to check against specific skill and knowledge needs. We are
therefore seeing more learner–centred models of training where the focus is more on how to
learn combined with recognition of skills and competencies rather than the passage of time spent
on a course. The key benefits of new competency-based models are they can be highly
individualised and aligned to a particular bundle of skill requirements. These new learning models
lend themselves to modular learning-centred designs where multiple learning pathways are
accommodated. These can include short courses, work based experience, assignments and
projects. These may include softer skills such as acquiring an international multi-cultural mind-set,
the ability to collaborate, to problem solve and to re-learn. Paper based credentialing makes less
sense in a digital and fast changing world. A diploma or degree depreciates in value and relevance

25

https://www.totaralms.com/blog/open-badges-2-years-wearing-well (24.07.2016).
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over time. Many skills need continual updating as recognised by continuing professional education
programs. 26
To create this new learning models and new competency management models in organisation we
need today really specific new standard of validation of people's skills and achievements. Open
Badges seem to be a suitable candidate for this role. They are simple, have good and easily
verifiable quality. The use of Open Badges is more efficient in terms of delivery and management.
They provide an evidence that an individual has a particular skill which is one of the most
important things for the employers.
Anyone can issue an Open Badge: employers, institutions, even your community peers if that’s
how you structure your system. Employers can use verified skill-based Badges to identify suitable
new employees and to address staff development. Learners can display them to show employers
their capabilities. Badges are not the same as just sticking your irrelevant degree from 20 years
ago on LinkedIn. They can carry expiry dates. You’ve got to remain up-to-date and verifiable. 27

7.2 How the Open Badge Ecosystem is developing so far?
After just a few years after the end of the HASTAC contest, you can count far more than 14
thousand larger organisations all over the world, independently issuing the Open Badges. Among
them are well-known enterprises, cultural organisations, schools, territorial units and many other
types of organisations (e.g. NASA, Samsung, Microsoft Educator Network, IBM Authorized
Training, YMCA of Greater New York, Michigan State University, Peer to Peer University). There
are more than 20 large innovative web platforms technically supporting the publication and
dissemination of Open Identifiers Competence (e.g. Youtopia, Makewaves, OpenBadgeFactory,
Open Badge Academy, BadgeKit, BadgeCulture, P2PU Badges, WP Badger, and others). This way

26

OPEN BADGES Competency Credentials For A Digital World,
https://www.totaralms.com/sites/default/files/resources/open_badges_guide_totara.pdf (30.07.2016).
27
OPEN BADGES Competency Credentials For A Digital World,
https://www.totaralms.com/sites/default/files/resources/open_badges_guide_totara.pdf (30.07.2016).
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there is an opportunity to create a community and technological environment for the
achievement of a new non-formal quality, open validation of educational attainment and
professional.
Currently around the world the are many projects being realised with the Open Badges, Digital
Badges and educational attainment micro-credentials. Open Badges very dynamically develop in
the United States and Australia as well as in the United Kingdom. Still, this is a new idea and needs
a broad campaign of disseminating.

One of the most important projects fulfilling this role in the European project is "Open Badge
Network" under ERASMUS +, No. 2014-1-DE01-KA200-000675. The leader of the project is the
Beuth-Hochschule für Technik (Germany), the other members of the consortium are: Cambridge
Professional Development Ltd (United Kingdom), EDEN (United Kingdom), Dienst Uitvoering
Onderwijs (Netherlands), Digitalme (United Kingdom), ARTES (Italy) Institute of Technology
exploitation - PIB (Poland). The supporting partner is the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of
Southern Switzerland (SUPSI). The project is implemented from September 2014 till August 2017.
And is considered important for the dissemination of European technology initiatives and Open
Badges.
Open Badges meet many current problems, allow for documenting any skills acquired in the
course of learning throughout life, including those from outside the school education. Nowadays it
is extremely necessary. Without the continuous improvement of our skills we do not have a
chance to remain competitive in an era of rapid technological development, and thus the working
environment itself as it constantly changes.

7.3. What are the potential challenges for organisations?
A wide Open Badges community has grown around many portals - forums, blogs devoted to the
concept development and its application possibilities. Along with the advocates, there are critics
casting doubt on the use of Open Badges. Much of the criticism is concern over intrinsic
motivation being depleted by using badges as a controlling form of extrinsic motivation
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surrounding badges: if learners feel controlled by the badges, it could create an adverse reaction.
From the organisational perspective, a crucial question is whether another system of describing
employees’ learning achievements is necessary? Would it be cost effective? Would it really
enhance operation of a company?
A good example to illustrate those questions we found on one of our OBN seminar in Poland. We
present a case study of Ann, 40-year old engineer from Poland:
When I initiated the discussion about the introduction of Open Badges in the company I worked
for, the first questions raised concerned money. It is quite obvious that creating and implementing
any new system entails costs and engagement of human resources. For that reason, managers
need to assess if the money is worth spending. The questions which followed were what kind of
learning can be described by Open Badges and how it is going to be beneficial for the company.
Since it is an innovative R&D IT company, majority of its workers possess very specific skills. While
conducting research or design work, they learn constantly. Being able to capture all their learning
seemed attractive. It would give the possibility to link the latest human intellectual capital of
different company departments and thus facilitate cooperation and development. Additionally, the
company would have up-to-date competence database which could be presented/displayed on its
website as a marketing component. Here, another issue appeared. How could the latest skills and
achievements gained in the course of R&D work be described? The answer was that the only
people having that knowledge were the engineer themselves. This fact entailed a series of further
questions. Would it be meaningful when employees create Open Badges for their own skills and
achievements? Considering the purpose and time, would they be motivated to do so? Would the
concept of “scouts merits” appeal to engineers and innovators?
Yet another challenge for Open Badges was posed by their openness and transferability - the
possibility to place them anywhere on the Internet to present to the target audience. From the
perspective of individuals seeking for new job opportunities, it looked undoubtedly beneficial.
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Form the employer perspective, however, there was a risk of losing highly skilled specialists whose
profiles would be hunted for by competitor companies.
All the above leads us to the reflection that badge system needs to reflect the nature of the
company, its organisation structure, its priorities (values) in order to constitute an asset. Designing
the logic of the system poses a challenge for those wishing to use Open Badge system in their
companies. Badge Alliance working group has created a very useful instrument, Badge System
Design template. It thoroughly lists all the elements to consider at the planning stage such as who
is responsible for badge content (its coherence as a whole system vs. individual badges – their
category, purpose, description, criteria, evidence, assessment types, time to earn, levels,
standards alignment), technical implementation (issuing technology), visual design.

A well designed example of a badge system, is presented in a case study by Erin Knight and Carla
Casilli (2012, Game Changers: Education and IT) which focused on web-developer training and free
peer-learning courses offered by Peer 2 Peer University (P2PU).
‘We designed a pilot that consisted of fourteen badges, including hard-skill badges such as
JavaScript, value badges such as Accessibility, social or peer badges such as Good Collaborator,
and participation badges such as Active Responder and Peer Editor.2 The goal was to use badges
to capture hard and soft skills that are important for web developers, as well as to guide
community-beneficial behaviour. We also implemented various approaches to assessment that
reflected the nature of the community and learning experiences that were occurring. All hard skills
were assessed through authentic challenges that immersed learners in the technology or allowed
them to use existing work, and submitted work was either peer assessed for basic-level skills, or
“guru” or “hasthed-badge” assessed for expert level. Peer assessment was a critical part of the
pilot since P2PU is built around peer learning and because web development is such a social
discipline. Peer badges were also built around the peer-to-peer interactions and were awarded
directly from one peer to another. Finally, participation badges were based on stealth assessment
and data-tracking logic built into the learning environment. While the sample size was small due to
constraints of the course cycles, the pilot resulted in a solid proof-of-concept of the potential for
badges and these approaches to assessment. Learners liked the experience and reported seeking
out specific learning opportunities in order to earn badges, as well as learning through the peer35

assessment process (their only main complaint was that they wanted more badges). They also used
badges to find mentors and to better understand their role in the community.”
The pilot reflected the nature of web development - a social discipline immersed in the
technology. This made the badge awarding logic meaningful and thus the badge pilot received
positive feedback and proved to validate the underlying Open Badge assumptions.

It appears that applicability of badge system depends on the profile of the company and its
workers. In any organisation, however, it has to be adjusted so that it is in line with the goals and
nature of the company as it was shown by the example of the cited pilot study. All in all, the final
questions are in which sectors badge systems may fit in? What kind of employees’ competence
profile would benefit most from Open Badges? Going further, in which countries the
organisational culture and job market better suit implementation of Open Badges?
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